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Message from the CEO
2014 is in full swing,
matter of fact as I write
this piece Easter is only
three weeks away. 2013
closed with the customary
Christmas parties, all
events were celebrated
in high spirits with fine
food washed down with a
beverage or two. Attending
the parties, a number of
common themes/emotions
were relayed to me;
Unified workplaces – where not only
engineering talks to finance but more
importantly field and office based staff
interact as one.
Pride – a real sense of pride around the
works delivered throughout the year.
Freshness – many new faces expressing their
amazement at the Comdain culture, and keen
to make their mark on the business.
Enthusiasm – Our people are optimistic
about the future, the optimism is based
on understanding Comdain’s position in
the market place and our focused service
offerings.
It is fantastic to see staff and partners
enjoying time together and a clear reminder
to all the size of the Comdain family,
an organizational family that relies on
each other for success.
The month of January saw a string of hot
days in Victoria culminating in 4 successive
days over 40 degrees. A common sense
approach was applied with field crews
ensuring hydration and work types and
times were managed. Although productivity
was down during this period, the Comdain
crews continued to provide the high level
of service to our clients and in turn through
our maintenance teams, the broader
community were not impacted with
prolonged outages of critical utility services.
I am sure the Queenslanders reading this
have a smile on their face reading about
Victorians battling a heat wave.
Business performance is slightly behind
budget expectations, with a similar pattern
to last year; Projects which are in progress
or recently completed are performing well
(cost, time & quality), but revenues are down
as a result of low volumes of work coming
to the market and extremely high levels of
price competition. Whilst we have limited
control of what work comes to the market,
we do acknowledge that we can influence

our service offering. The cost pressures have
been well illustrated recently where we have
ran 2nd on a number of specific projects with
long term clients APA and YVW. Although we
rated highly on competency and capability,
the projects were primarily awarded on price.
Whilst I know we do it better than most, it is a
stark reminder we must always be looking to
drive innovation and challenge work practices,
yet remaining true to our unwavering
dedication to quality, safety and
customer service.

We want your
Feedback...
Have your say… Feedback is always
looked upon positively as a means of
improving current processes and procedures.
If you have something you would like
to express or suggestions for any future
Comdain Connect issues please forward
to Phil on pwilson@comdain.com.au
or 03 8405 0039.

The last few months are best categorised
as mobilization and bedding down periods.
The teams within the Multinet, South East
Water, Sydney Water and APA contracts have
done an outstanding job in transitioning into
successful operations from day one. Client
feedback has been extremely positive and
appreciative of Comdain’s collaborative
approach in ensuring not only proactive
adoption and integration of objectives and
systems, but most importantly excellence
in delivery. The ability to expose our clients
to the Comdain way of doing business through
long term contracts is priceless. I can confirm
in my meetings with clients around the
nation that there is an underlying desire to
engage with Comdain personnel to explore
better ways and to improve and innovate
from our lessons learnt delivering projects
and programs. Client engagement is one of
the easiest work practices, amongst many
positives it enables insight into respective
party’s pressures, transfer of knowledge and
respect. We have a wealth of technical and
network knowledge. Next time you have an
opportunity to explore a better way with
a client, take it, you may be surprised
by the result.
The drive for innovation and professionalism
are the core objectives behind two of our main
business improvement initiatives currently in
progress. Compass is currently been rolled out
across the business, delivering outstanding
flexibility and opportunities in document
management, workflows and reporting.
Project2 (Project squared) steering committee
and working groups are challenging each
other with the motivation to produce Project
Management excellence through detailed
development of structures around People,
Processes and Systems. Both initiatives are
covered in this edition of Comdain Connectthe SMARTER Comdain. Enjoy the read.
Regards,
Peter Coen

Pump Station, Burleigh Heads, Qld
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Safety First...
Comdain’s number one priority is the safety of our people and
the communities in which we work. Our approach to continuous
improvement includes the ongoing pursuit of zero harm in all our
operations.
As mentioned in the December edition of Comdain Connect,
ComLink was launched to support the team delivering the Multinet
Gas contract out of Clayton. The inclusion of legislative requirements
within ComLink has ensured all safety requirements are completed
prior to works commencing in a more efficient manner. Vehicle
inspections and JSEA’s are mandatory stages of the job process.
Sticking with the technology theme, this summer also saw the
company roll out of the CFA’s FireReady App. Every company
iPhone or iPad had the application installed providing timely fire
and emergency information in the immediate local area to the
device as it happens. This provides vital early warnings to everyone
in potential danger whilst working in bush fire prone areas.

leads the way…
Back in July 2012, Comdain released phase 1 of its very own intranet
site, Compass. The initial release was the repository for all contact
details (internal and external), HR policies and procedures and
everyday forms. But this was only a taste of what was to come.
The new Compass is built on the Microsoft SharePoint platform
and brings a range of benefits including:
Improved document management
Improved security
Improved data integrity (fully backed up)
Mobile access (through the internet)
Improved storage capacity
Collaborative platforms
Search engine (think of it like using google)
The development of the new Compass was a real team effort.
The IT department spent time working with each business unit and
department to understand their needs and collectively come up with
new ideas and innovations to make everyday activities more efficient.
Compass is gradually being phased in to the business on a
department by department basis. This makes sure that any issues
that arise with the transition are isolated to that department.
Once resolved, these solutions are added to the implantation plan
so reoccurrences for future department roll outs are eliminated.
This initial change is to transfer all working files from the
respective business drives (i.e. Comdain Civil worked off ‘T-Drive’)
on to Compass. Compass will now be the sole directory for everyone,
for everything.
Future development will also realise the ability for our clients,
subcontractors and suppliers to access Compass for specific project
information including real time reports and dashboards in a secure
and controlled environment.
We understand the move to Compass is a major change and
we are working on making the transition as smooth as possible.
We appreciate it may take a little getting used to but remember…
A bit of short term pain for long term gain!
If you have any issues and/or questions regarding the usage
of Compass, please contact the IT Department

And finally, Comdain was recently recertified by the Federal Safety
Commissioner for continuing to be compliant with the Australian
Building and Construction OHS Accreditation Scheme.
Thank you to all involved during the audit process.
Paul Harper, National HSEQ Manager

New Engineering Facility
open for business
The Systems Operations team moved into their new engineering
and fabrication workshop late last year and whilst some initial set
up work was required, they are now fully operational.
The $350,000 investment in upgrading machinery and equipment
and the refurbishment of the facility following relocation to Epping
(Victoria), has resulted in a first class facility providing design,
fabrication and engineering services to our clients.
One of the first major projects for the team is to help fabricate
some of the components for the latest Multinet Gas project
(featured on page 5). Over the next 12 months, the team will deliver
other recently awarded projects including four City Gate structures
for SP AusNet and a city gate structure for APA Group.
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Projects in focus
Victorian Civil
Project:
Queenscliff 11 Rising Main Oxygen Dissolver

Start date:
November 2013

Completion date:
March 2013

Client:
Barwon Water Alliance

About the project:
The Queenscliff no. 11 rising main is a 7 km
long, 560mm diameter, HDPE pipeline that
transfers sewage from a pump station in
Queenscliff (Pump Station no. 4) to a pump
station in Ocean Grove (Pump Station no. 2)
at around 200 L/s. The project was to install
an oxygen dissolver near the Ocean Grove
Pump Station no. 4 emergency storage for
managing the odours.

 onstruction of inlet and outlet
C
pipelines to the Bicone.
T apping into the existing Queenscliff
11 Rising Main.
I nstallation of oxygen supply lines,
electrical circuitry and switchgear.
The project was completed on time and
on budget. Well done Murray and the team!

The oxygen dissolver, which is based on
Bicone technology, will be connected to the
rising main with inlet and outlet pipelines
to allow circulation of sewage through it.
The injection of oxygen into circulation at
the Bicone reduces the build-up of hydrogen
sulphide gases and hence reduces odours
at venting points along the rising main.
The works specifically include:
 onstruction of concrete supporting
C
structures.
Installation of Bicone system.
Bicone

Pipework installation

Queensland
Project:
Mt Crosby WTP Flash Mixers – Phase 1

Start date:
October 2013

Completion date:
March 2013

Client:
Seqwater

About the project:
The January 2011 flood event in Queensland
identified the need for critical improvement
processes at both of the Mt Crosby Water
Treatment Plants (WTPs) to maintain the
supply of water to South East Queensland.
The works are required to improve the
mixing process to enable more efficient use
of chemicals and improved water quality
under a majority of operating scenarios.
This project was the implementation of
phase 1 of the flash mixers at Mt Crosby
Eastbank WTP and Mt Crosby Westbank
WTP specifically:
 astbank WTP Sedimentation Basin 1
E
– Installation of Interim Mixer.
 astbank WTP Sedimentation Basin 2
E
– Installation of Flash Mixer.
 estbank WTP Sedimentation Basin 1
W
– Installation of Flash Mixer.
 estbank WTP Sedimentation Basin 2
W
– Installation of Flash Mixer.
The scope included complex concrete works
and installation of stainless steel pipework
within confined spaces and the testing and
commissioning of two fixed speed pumps at
West bank and two variable speed pumps

at East Bank. Comdain’s project team, led
by Eamonn Flynn, suggested an innovative
design change to the manhole enabling the
project to be completed ahead of schedule
and the impending wet season.
A great result, well done!

A flash mixer is a rapid form of mixing and
is an effective way to mix water during the
water treatment process.
Flash mixer assembly ready to be installed
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Irrigation

About the project:
The PIIOP (Private Irrigation Infrastructure
Operators Program) Early Works project
was the first project of Murray Irrigation
Ltd’s 4 year funding agreement with the
Commonwealth Government (through
the Sustainable Rural Water Use and
Infrastructure Program) to upgrade
water management and measurement
systems; channel refurbishment; system
reconfiguration and system retirement.

Project update:
PIIOP Early Works 2013

Start date:
June 2013

Completion date:
August 2013

Client:
Murray Irrigation Ltd

This initial project was to construct and
install 25 FlumeGate structures and 98
Slip meters over 113 different site locations
along the Mulwala canal between Mulwala
and Deniliquin, NSW.
Although the works were not typically
complex, the main challenge with this
project was the program. All installations
had to be completed during the seasonal
irrigation winter shutdown period (June
- August). The short timeframe meant
resources had to be mobilised almost
immediately following contract award.

Victorian Gas
Project update:

Client:

Murray Goulburn – Leongatha

Multinet Gas

Start date:

Completion date:

September 2013

June 2014

As the team in Clayton continue the daily
operations and maintenance works (they
have now executed around 40,000 work
orders), works on the first major capital
project awarded has commenced.
Murray Goulburn Cooperative’s processing
plant in Leongatha has requested a natural
gas connection to the distribution network.
The team participated in the tender
process and was awarded the design and
construction project back in August 2013.
The design was completed earlier this
year and construction works began in
early March. The works include the design
and construction of:
6.5km of HP reinforcement mains in
Leongatha
Upgrade’s to Leongatha and Korumburra
city gates

 pgrade of the South Gippsland
U
Pipeline from HP to TP.
Construction of Gas Service to the plant
 onstruction, installation and
C
commissioning of Gas meter
The new systems operations engineering
workshop in Epping, (featured on page
3), fabricated some of the pipework
components for the city gate upgrades
and assembled the regulators in pre
cast concrete kiosks.
The new service to the plant will deliver
a required load of 290GJ/h (Gigajoules
per hour) with a provision for an increase
to 360GJ/h. To put that into perspective,
your home would, on average, consume
around 0.01GJ/h.

The project delivery team,
led by Tim Reid, included
up to 10 crews (including
subcontractors) to carry
out the works with
military precision in order
complete on schedule.
Practical completion was
achieved on schedule
despite inclement
weather affecting
productivity.
Another job well done!
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Project2 (Project Squared)
Last year, Comdain delivered hundreds
of projects ranging from small $50,000
jobs to major projects and programs
valued at over $20m. One of the reasons
behind this success is the emphasis we
place on providing exceptional project
management practices during every
phase of the project lifecycle.
Through Comdain’s focus on continuous
improvement, best practice and cementing
ourselves as a leader in project and
program management, Comdain has
launched Project2. Project2 is a new

business improvement initiative designed
to establish consistent standards for
project management across the business.
The name derives from the principle
that this is a project for projects
(project x project = Project2).
Commencing earlier this year, Project2 ,
in essence, is being run as a project in
its own right. It will focus strategically
on the development of our people,
processes and systems, and will
comprise of a combination of:
Project Management training
and development initiatives;
 ocused process unification /
F
development;
I mplementation of processes that are
compatible with innovative systems
solutions: and
 ecommendations / primary
R
development of systems
A Steering Committee, comprising of
project delivery leaders from each business

unit and chaired by Major Projects Leader,
Peter Walsh, is tasked to guide the
project through to completion.
With previous experience on similar
projects, recently appointed Contracts
Manager, Cassandra Pantelic will
run the project as Project Manager.
Over the next 9 months, the team will
develop the framework, aligning it to the
Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK) and document the processes
and procedures which will form the
overarching process for each project
lifecycle, from the initial tendering
phase right through to the completion
of construction / contract. These processes
will be included in Comdain’s overall
Integrated Management System.
We ask that as each of you encounter
the team throughout the year you provide
support and enthusiasm to Project2,
which is crucial to the growth and
on-going success of the business.

With Compliments…

Gas Passport

To whom it may concern

In March, several Comdain
employees were presented ‘Gas
Skills Passports’ by Multinet Gas
at a presentation ceremony in
Clayton. The ‘Skills Passport’ are a
personal record of all training and
competencies held by the owner
and is to be kept with them on site.

I would like to commend the professional conduct of the Comdain Infrastructure personnel
currently undertaking gas utility works on Manly Road in Manly West, Brisbane.
The team were personable, considerate, diligent, helpful and respectful of the environment
in which they were operating. It was clearly noticeable how they approached their tasks with
a professional hardworking attitude. When engaged, the teams clearly articulated the job
being undertaken and were more then helpful in minimising noise and disruption to locals.
When working within our property and on the footway outside, they reinstated and cleared
up disrupted areas to a high standard.
It is nice to see a job well done and professionals taking their responsibilities seriously and well.
My thanks
Resident,
Manly Road, Brisbane
Hi,
This is a note of praise for your workers.
You have had a team working in my street laying new water pipes for the past 2 - 3 weeks.
Last week they were digging across the front of my property and I found the guys in the team to
be extremely courteous and helpful. I had people coming and going onto my property and my
driveway was always accessible and the entire team, including the traffic controllers, were very
cooperative, helpful and easy to get along with.
Just thought I’d let you know you have a good gang of men there.
Regards,
Resident,
Hecklemann Street, Carina Heights, Qld

Over the next month, all service provider
employees and contractors that work on
the Multinet Gas Network will be issued
with Skills Passports.
Rhys Owen (Comdain Crew Leader)
and Daniel Santos (Multinet Gas
HS&E Manager)
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Getting to know our people
Talking with…
Declan Skehan

Talking with…
Tom Burns

Title: Supervisor
Area of the business: Vic Civil
Location: Epping
Time with Comdain: 10 years (ish)

Title: NSW Operations Manager
Area of the business: NSW
Location: Sydney
Time with Comdain: 5 months

What does a typical day at Comdain involve for you?
Setting up on site, delegating each person’s job for the day.
What do you like doing in your spare time?
Spending time with family and keeping fit.
What three items can’t you live without?
Family, footy and money.

What does a typical day at Comdain involve for you?
Trying to beat the traffic in the drive to the office then anything from
working on a tender, looking for new opportunities, following up business
development opportunities, preparing template documentation for existing
client work.

What’s for dinner tonight?
Steak and veg!

What do you like most about your role?
The fact that the business is supportive of the systematic growth of
Comdain in NSW and that I have the opportunity to manage and
implement the growth of a new business with the solid support of an
existing one. The best of both worlds – opportunities like this seldom
come along!!

What is your favourite childhood memory?
Life on the farm.

What drew you to Comdain?
The very reasons described above – a once in a lifetime opportunity.

Tell us a funny story about something in your life?
My whole life is funny!

What do you like doing when you are not at work?
Spending valuable time with the wife and kids, bumping up and down
firetrails on my mountain bike, or getting out on the golf course to work
on the handicap.

What is your favourite sporting moment?
Winning the Grand Final in 2000.

What is your favourite quote or motto?
Work hard and be good to your mother!

Taking on a
new challenge
Comdain prides itself on rewarding
and developing its people with new
opportunities within the business. Joe
Depetro is the latest to find himself in
this very situation.
For the past 30 years, Joe has worked at the coal face of gas
infrastructure construction. He is one of the gas originals that
moved to Comdain in 1996 with the privatisation of Gas and Fuel
Corporation Victoria. He began at Comdain as a crew member but
soon after moved into a crew leader position.
Late last year, his focus (and passion) on delivering construction
works with the highest safety, environmental and quality
standards resulted in Joe being appointed Victoria Gas’
Compliance and Training Coordinator.
This newly created role is to provide support and mentoring to
field staff to not only maintain current HSEQ standards but to
continually improve on them.
Congratulations Joe, keep up the good work!

Which sports teams do you follow (if any)?
The NSW Waratah’s in the Super 15, the Sydney Swans in the AFL
(though if truth be told, I don’t really get it!!) and not much else.
What would be the first thing you would buy if you won millions
in the lottery, and why?
An Aston Martin DBS Volante – nothing else on the road
would compare!!!!

And the winner
is Comdain
… Again!

Congratulations to the Comdain Homes team who once again proved
they are the leading builders in the Victorian housing market.
At the prestigious 2013 HIA Victorian Housing Awards held at the end
of last year, Comdain won Professional Medium Builder of the Year and
Best Display Home—Over $600,000 for their display in Surrey Hills,
Melbourne. They were also finalists in two other categories.
Comdain have won the HIA Professional Medium Builder of the Year
award in five of the last six years—2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013.
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What we’ve been up to...
Christmas Festivities
Back in December last year, each of the business units celebrated what had been a great year at Comdain
with the annual Christmas Parties.
In Brisbane, the Mercure Hotel played host to the Queensland
team for their end of year celebrations. The 100 strong guest list
included all the Qld team, their partners and regular subcontractors.
The occasion was also used to recognise and reward Tui Watene
and Stefan Marin for Safety excellence.

The Irrigation team celebrated their end of year get together
returning to the beautiful Perricoota Station Homestead. Located
on the edge of the Murray River, the team enjoyed a great night of
fine food and entertainment with a spectacular backdrop.

The Vic Civil, Gas, Corporate and Homes once again combined and
enjoyed a great party held at the Hilton on the Park in Melbourne
CBD. Over 400 people attended on the night with just about
everybody getting up on the dance floor at some stage!

Striders hit the pavement again
Some members of the Comdain Striders have signed up for more punishment by registering
for the 2014 Run for the Kids on April 13. Although this wont be an official ‘Strider’ team event,
some of the guys and girls have signed up to run the 15km course which includes a rare trip (on
foot) through the Domain tunnel and across the Bolte Bridge. The event raises much needed funds
for the Royal Children’s Hospital in conjunction with the annual Good Friday Appeal. If you want
to show your support, you can make a donation at www.goodfridayappeal.com.au.

In November last year,
Comdain attended the NSW
Annual WaterAid Ball. This
is the first time Comdain
have supported the NSW
event having supported the
Victorian equivalent for the
past 3 years.
This years event was The Great Gatsby
themed within a 1920’s inspired venue.
WaterAid is an international, non governmental organisation
dedicated to ensuring the world’s poorest people have
access to safe drinking water and effective sanitation.
Water Authorities and local businesses provide
administrational support in coordinating each event.
Registrations are now open for the 2014 Melbourne
Marathon festival and we have registered the Comdain
Striders once again. We’re hoping this years event will
be bigger and better so dust off those runners and
register at melbournemarathon.com.au
This newsletter is printed on 100% recycled paper

New arrivals
Congratulations to Rosa and Chamara
Goonawardana on the safe arrival of Diyenka
(29/11/13).

Congratulations to Julian, Shani, Thomas,
Sienna, Asher and River on the safe new
arrival of Levi James Kelleher (4/3/14).

Tim ties the knot!
Congratulations to Tim and
Julia Reid who were married
on 7 December 2013 at
Port of Echuca, Victoria.

Remember to let us know of your adventures…
Phil Wilson pwilson@comdain.com.au or 03 8405 0039

